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Perpendicular switching of a single ferromagnetic
layer induced by in-plane current injection
Ioan Mihai Miron1, Kevin Garello1, Gilles Gaudin2, Pierre-Jean Zermatten2, Marius V. Costache1, Stéphane Auffret2,
Sébastien Bandiera2, Bernard Rodmacq2, Alain Schuhl2 & Pietro Gambardella1,3,4

Modern computing technology is based on writing, storing and
retrieving information encoded as magnetic bits. Although the
giant magnetoresistance effect has improved the electrical read
out of memory elements, magnetic writing remains the object of
major research efforts1. Despite several reports of methods to
reverse the polarity of nanosizedmagnets bymeans of local electric
fields2,3 and currents4–6, the simple reversal of a high-coercivity,
single-layer ferromagnet remains a challenge. Materials with large
coercivity and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy represent the
mainstay of data storage media, owing to their ability to retain a
stable magnetization state over long periods of time and their
amenability to miniaturization7. However, the same anisotropy
properties that make a material attractive for storage also make it
hard to write to8. Here we demonstrate switching of a perpendicu-
larly magnetized cobalt dot driven by in-plane current injection at
room temperature. Our device is composed of a thin cobalt layer
with strong perpendicular anisotropy and Rashba interaction
induced by asymmetric platinum and AlOx interface layers9,10.
The effective switching field is orthogonal to the direction of the
magnetization and to the Rashba field. The symmetry of the switch-
ing field is consistent with the spin accumulation induced by the
Rashba interaction and the spin-dependent mobility observed in
non-magnetic semiconductors11,12, as well as with the torque
induced by the spin Hall effect in the platinum layer13,14. Our mea-
surements indicate that the switching efficiency increases with the
magnetic anisotropy of the cobalt layer and the oxidation of the
aluminium layer, which is uppermost, suggesting that the Rashba
interaction has a key role in the reversal mechanism. To prove the
potential of in-plane current switching for spintronic applications,
we construct a reprogrammable magnetic switch that can be inte-
grated into non-volatile memory and logic architectures. This
device is simple, scalable and compatible with present-daymagnetic
recording technology.
The coupling of spin and orbital angular momenta underlies the

magnetic anisotropy properties of ferromagnets. Strong anisotropy
allows for permanent, stable storage but also requires stronger mag-
netic fields to write information to magnetic media. An ideal solution
to this problem requires the spin–orbit interaction to be beneficial for
both storage and writing purposes. Experiments on non-magnetic
semiconductors have revived interest in effective magnetic fields ori-
ginating in spin–orbit coupling11,15–20. Such fields relate the spin of an
electron to itsmomentum, converting a charge current into a source of
spin polarization even in the absence of magnetism. More recently,
spin–orbit fields have been predicted21,22 and observed in ferromagnets
lacking structural inversion symmetry6,9, where the s–d exchange
interaction between charge carriers and localized d electrons mediates
the effect of the spin–orbit fields on the magnetization. The possibility
of generating strong spin–orbit fields in ferromagneticmetals (FMMs)
is particularly interesting for applications, owing to the robust Curie
temperature and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) afforded

by such systems. So far, however, the centrosymmetric lattice prop-
erties of FMMs restrict this possibility to generation of the Rashba
effect23, as inversion asymmetry can only be achieved by sandwiching
an FMM layer between two dissimilar interfaces, one of which is
usually a heavy, non-magnetic element9,24. Owing to the Rashba inter-
action, electrons flowing in the plane of a conductor with asymmetric
interfaces experience an effective magnetic field BR5 aR(ẑ3 j), where
aR is the Rashba constant, ẑ is a unit vector along the perpendicular
axis (the z direction) and j is the vector current density. As the interface
effects responsible for the Rashba interaction also induce PMA, BR is
orthogonal to the easy magnetization axis. Therefore, the Rashba field
by itself cannot be used to control magnetization reversal in FMMs9.
Here we demonstrate up–down magnetic switching of a cobalt dot

characterized by strong PMA and Rashba interaction induced by an
in-plane current. Bipolar reversal of the magnetization is achieved by
injecting in-plane current pulses of either positive or negative sign
parallel to a static magnetic field of moderate amplitude. This effect
is discussed in terms of the symmetry of the current-induced spin–
orbit fields acting on the cobalt layer. Switching occurs in single-layer
FMMs independently of the domain configuration of the sample and
without the need for a polarizer layer.We show that this phenomenon
leads to innovative device architectures for spintronics.
Each of our samples consists of a 500 nm3 500 nm cobalt dot

sandwiched between a 3-nm-thick platinum layer (below) and a 1.6-
nm-thick AlOx cap (above; Fig. 1a). The thickness of the cobalt layer is
chosen to be 0.6 nm to maximize the Rashba effect due to structure
inversion asymmetry at the platinum and AlOx interfaces9. The AlOx

and cobalt layers are each patterned into a square dot, whereas the
platinum layer is etched into a cross-shaped structure for current
injection and Hall voltage measurements. The perpendicular mag-
netization of the dot,Mz, is measured in terms of the anomalous Hall
resistance, which varies by RHall5 0.8V for opposite orientations of
Mz. A rotating sample stage is used to apply an external magnetic field,
B, at polar and azimuthal angles h andw (Fig. 1a). To study the effects of
an electric current onMz, we apply 15-ns-long pulses of variable ampli-
tude supplied by a voltage generator, using the circuit shown in Fig. 1b.
All measurements are performed at room temperature.
The central result of this work is shown in Fig. 1c, d, where we

compare field-induced and current-induced reversal of Mz. We first
perform a standard magnetization measurement in the absence of
current pulses, recordingMz during a single sweep ofB applied parallel
to the current injection line (Fig. 1c, solid line). The field is intentionally
tilted off-plane by 2u (h5 92u, w5 0u) to prevent the formation of
magnetic domains. Magnetization reversal occurs at the coercive field
jBcj5 300mT, owing to the residual component, Bz, parallel to the
out-of-plane easy axis of the dot. We then repeat this magnetic field
sweep, but stop at each value of B and inject a positive (set) current
pulse and negative (reset) current pulse, measuring Mz after each
pulse. The black and red points (Fig. 1d) indicate the orientation of
Mz after the alternating injection of set and reset pulses of amplitude
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Ip5 2.6mA. This plot shows two striking effects, illustrated in Fig. 1e.
First, black and red points that represent magnetizations of opposite
sign indicate switching ofMz fromup to downand vice versa following
every pulse of current. Second, the sense of switching reverses asB goes
through zero. Positive and negative sweeps of B give identical results.
We note that pulse-induced magnetization reversal occurs in the
entire bistability range of the FMM delimited by Bc, down to
B< 5mT. This behaviour is independent of the domain configura-
tion of the sample (Supplementary Information) and is remarkably
different from that expected for known magnetic interactions. For
example, the in-plane Rashba and Oersted fields, as well as Joule

heating, would tend to favour a demagnetized state that is not
compatible with the observed deterministic switching9, whereas
precessional switching does not depend on the current direction25.
Measurements performed over a range of currents offer further

insight into the switchingphenomenon (Fig. 2). Althoughweak current
pulses have no effect, starting at around Ip5 1.3mA (Fig. 2a) we
observe a gradual reduction in the coercive field (Fig. 2c, red triangles).
This behaviour can be understood by noting that the combination of a
weak current-induced effect and the residual component Bz assists
magnetization reversal towards the equilibrium direction, parallel to
Bz. At Ip< 1.9mA, however, we observe the onset of current-induced
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Figure 1 | Device schematic and current-induced switching. a, Hall cross
geometry. Black and white arrows indicate the ‘up’ and ‘down’ equilibrium
magnetization states of the cobalt layer, respectively. b, Scanning electron
micrograph of the sample and electric circuitry used in the measurements. Vz

Hall
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Hall represent the two terminals for the Hall voltage measurements. c,Mz

measured by the anomalousHall resistance as a function of applied field,B. d,Mz

measured after the injection of positive (black squares) and negative (red circles)
current pulses of amplitude Ip5 2.58mA. The data are reported during a single
sweep ofB, corresponding to the solid line in c. e, Schematic of the pulse sequence
andmagnetizationmeasurements. Inboth c andd,B is applied ath5 92u, parallel
to the current direction (w5 0u). The 2u offset with respect to the ideal in-plane
direction is used to define the residual component Bz unambiguously.
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Figure 2 | Switching efficiency as a function of current amplitude. a, b,Mz

measured after injection of positive (black squares) and negative (red circles)
current pulses of amplitude Ip5 1.57mA (a) and Ip5 1.94mA (b). Filled
symbols indicate data recorded during a 1BR2B sweep and open symbols
indicate data recorded during a2BR1B sweep, as shown by the arrows. The
solid and dashed lines in a representMz as a function of field. c, Switching
efficiency as a function of pulse amplitude and appliedmagnetic field. Region I:

conventional field-induced magnetization reversal occurs at B5Bc. Region II:
assisted reversal. Red triangles indicate the minimum external field required to
reverse Mz parallel to Bz. Region III: pulse-induced switching. Black triangles
indicate the minimum field at which positive current pulses reverse the
magnetization antiparallel to Bz. The maximum field at which switching is
observed (blue open squares) coincides with the coercivity of the dot.
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switching events (Fig. 2b), which become systematic as Ip is further
increased above 2.3mA (Fig. 1d). The high-field switching limit
(Fig. 2c, blue squares) gradually extends up to B5Bc, indicating that
the torque working against the action of Bz becomes stronger as IP
increases. At the same time, the minimum in-plane field component
necessary to trigger the reversal decreases to about 5mT (Fig. 2c, region
III). Furthermore, we find that the critical switching current scales with
the lateral dimensions of the cobalt dot and the inverse pulse duration
(Supplementary Information).
A systematic study of current-induced magnetization reversal as a

function of applied field direction (Fig. 3) shows that the switching
torque is maximal when B is applied parallel to j and decreases away
from this orientation following a sin(w2p/2) function. Combining
the above information, we observe that the action of the current on the
magnetization is equivalent to that of an effective perpendicular mag-
netic fieldBSz<BR3B< (ẑ3 j)3B, which changes sign on reversal
of either B or j (Fig. 3c). In an FMM, however, relative to the internal
exchange field produced by the local magnetization, the external field,
B, has no direct influence on the spin polarization of the conduction
electrons. Therefore, BSz shall be considered the perpendicular com-
ponent of an effective magnetic field proportional to BR3M, where
the orientation ofM is initially determined by B.
Although there is no theory predicting the magnetization reversal

mechanism reported here, we observe that there are at least two effects
that can induce spin accumulation parallel toBR3M.We describe the
first in analogy to phenomena observed in non-magnetic semi-
conductors. Faraday measurements performed on InGaAs hetero-
structures have shown that a magnetic field applied parallel to j
induces a spin polarization component perpendicular to the plane of
the current11. This phenomenon has been explained by the combined
action of BR and spin-dependent electron mobility, which leads to a
net perpendicular spin accumulation proportional to the cross product
BR3B (ref. 12).We emphasize that this term has the same symmetry,
current and field dependence as the effective switching field. This

analogy suggests that a similar mechanism might be at work in our
case, considering that the spin-dependent conductivity required to
explain the effect in InGaAs is a common feature of FMMs26.
Following this argument (see Supplementary Information for more
details), the accumulation of out-of-plane spin polarization in an
FMM requires a non-zero in-planemagnetization component parallel
to j, induced by a small external field. The final effect, mediated by s–d
exchange, is equivalent to that of a downward or upward effective field,
BSz, parallel to the z component of BR3M, in agreement with our
measurements.
The second mechanism is based on the absorption of the spin

current produced by the spin Hall effect (SHE) in platinum13,14 and
diffusing into the cobalt layer. The absorption of this current, polarized
along the y direction, is equivalent to a torque acting on the cobalt
magnetization that has the same symmetry as the effect reported here.
Estimates based on the spinHall angle in platinum, however, show that
the SHE is not sufficient to account for the intensity of the switching
field (Supplementary Information). Moreover, we find that samples
with stronger PMA and a larger degree of aluminium oxidation switch
more easily than do magnetically softer dots with equally thick cobalt
and platinum layers (Supplementary Figs 8 and 9). This observation is
not compatible with a simple explanation based on the SHE.
Nevertheless, we cannot exclude either a partial contribution by the
SHE to switching or a more complex mechanism involving the SHE.
For example, the vertical gradient of the Rashba field at the cobalt–
platinum interface might induce a supplementary spin current that
adds to the SHE in platinum.
Although this work calls for a detailed theory of non-equilibrium

spin–orbit phenomena in FMMs, it is important to distinguish two
practical features of our results. First, when sufficient current and field
are applied in the same direction, switching is robust and limited only
by the intrinsic bistability of the FMM. Because neither the external
field value nor its exact orientation is critical, a constant magnetic field
produced by a macroscopic permanent magnet can be used to ensure
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bidirectional current switching of many independent magnetic bits.
Second, the area separating the two opposite switching zones near
B5 0 is very narrow, meaning that very small applied fields suffice
to induce reversal. This feature prompts an approach for applications.
Small permanentmagnets can be fabricated on-chip, close to or on top
of each active dot. In this way, not only can the dots be switched, but
their response to the current direction can also be inverted by reversing
the polarization of the magnets.
The ability to change the operation mode of a device is extremely

valuable for programmable magnetic logic applications27,28. This
motivated us to fabricate a small prototype switch by depositing two
CoFe bars on top of the current injection lines near the cobalt dot
(Fig. 4a). The shape anisotropy of the CoFemagnets ensures the align-
ment between their stray field and current lines. Figure 4b shows the
low-field region of a typical switching curve, comparing results for a
device without magnets (the two upper panels) with those of a device
with CoFe bars (the two bottom panels). In the first case, as B
approaches zero, switching is replaced by random nucleation events.
In the second case, owing to the additional stray field of the magnets,
the switching curve shows hysteretic behaviour extending to the zero-
field region (shaded area).We further tested zero-field switching using
a complex sequence of current pulses (Fig. 4c). After themagnetization
of the CoFe magnets has been saturated in one of two opposite direc-
tions (MCoFe. 0 and MCoFe, 0), Mz reverses each time the pulses
change polarity. As expected, reversing MCoFe inverts the operation
mode of the device.
The ability to switcha singlemagnetic layer at roomtemperatureusing

an in-plane current opens the way to a new generation of spintronic
devices, combining planar geometry, highly stable perpendicular mag-
netization, all-electrical write/read out schemes and reconfigurability.
The layer structure of our prototype switch is extremely simple, is
scalable and is based on materials compatible with present technology.
The current density threshold for switching is of the order of

108A cm22, and is expected to improve with further interface engineer-
ing.We note that, because the current is applied in-plane through a thin
lateral surface, the absolute current required for switching can be made
very small (,1mA), providing significant gains in terms of integration
and power consumption. Apart from its use in novel device architec-
tures, this type of ferromagnetic switch also has interesting implications
for existing technology. For example, a FMM oxide heterostructure
could easily be integrated as the storage layer of a magnetic tunnel
junction in magnetoresistive random-access memory, to decouple the
read and write current paths. In this way, electrical stress of the tunnel
barrier during the write process, which is an outstanding problem of the
spin transfer approach1,28, could be avoided while maintaining a large
tunnel magnetoresistance and read-out sensitivity.

METHODS SUMMARY
The samples were fabricated from aluminium (1.6 nm), cobalt (0.6 nm) and
platinum (3 nm) layers deposited on a thermally oxidized silicon wafer by d.c.
magnetron sputtering10. The deposition rates were 0.05 nm s21 (cobalt and
aluminium) and 0.1 nms21 (platinum) at an argon pressure of 23 1023mbar.
After deposition, the samples were oxidized by a 35-s exposure to radio-frequency
oxygen plasma at a pressure of 33 1023mbar and a radio-frequency power of
10W. This treatment ensures chemical stability of the layers and preserves the
strong PMA typical of cobalt–platinum interfaces10,29. The presence of two dis-
similar interfaces, of which one is a heavymetal characterized by strong spin–orbit
coupling, gives rise to an electric potential gradient across the cobalt layer. This
type of structure inversion asymmetry induces a Rashba-type magnetic field
parallel to the y direction when the current flows along the x direction9,30. The
AlOx–cobalt–platinum filmswere patterned by electron beam lithography and ion
beam etching into 500nm3 500nm AlOx–cobalt dots and platinumHall crosses
(Methods). This geometry allows themagnetic state of the dots to bemonitored by
electric measurements using the anomalous Hall effect. If an electric current is
applied along one arm of the cross, the Hall resistance, RHall, measured along the
transverse arm, is proportional to the perpendicular component of the mag-
netization. Representative magnetization curves of a 500nm3 500nm device
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Smaller devices, 200nm3 200nm in size,
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were fabricated to probe the scaling of the critical switching current with device
size (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
The samples were fabricated from aluminium (1.6 nm), cobalt (0.6 nm) and
platinum (3 nm) layers deposited on a thermally oxidized silicon wafer by d.c.
magnetron sputtering10. The deposition rates were 0.05 nm s21 (cobalt and
aluminium) and 0.1 nms21 (platinum) at an argon pressure of 23 1023mbar.
After deposition, the samples were oxidized by exposure to radio-frequency
oxygen plasma at a pressure of 33 1023mbar and a radio-frequency power of
10W for 35 s. This treatment ensures chemical stability of the layers and preserves
the strong PMA typical of cobalt–platinum interfaces10,29. The presence of two
dissimilar interfaces, of which one is a heavy metal characterized by strong spin–
orbit coupling, gives rise to an electric potential gradient across the cobalt layer.
This type of structure inversion asymmetry induces a Rashba-type magnetic field
parallel to the y direction when the current flows along the x direction9,30.
Patterning. Squaremagnetic dots were patterned on top of theHall cross by using
two steps of electron beam lithography followed by ion beam milling and wet
etching. During the first step, the current injection line is drawn onto the PMMA
resist covering the AlOx–cobalt–platinum layer. After development, 15 nm of
titaniumare deposited by electron beam evaporation. The lift-off procedure finally
defines a 15-nm-thick titanium line. A second step of electron beam lithography
(similar to the first one) is used to draw the transverseHall branches perpendicular
to the current injection line. Subsequently, we repeat the resist development,
titanium evaporation and lift-off procedures. The device is now composed of
two perpendicular, 15-nm-thick titanium lines that intersect. At their intersection,

the total titanium thickness is 30 nm, the sum of the two depositions. Ion beam
etching controlled by secondary ion mass spectroscopy is used to etch away the
equivalent of 15 nm of titanium. At this stage, the AlOx–cobalt–platinum layer is
trimmed into a cross as the titaniummask has been removed everywhere except at
the intersection of the two lines,where 15 nmofTi remain unetched.We then used
a chemically selective wet etching step to remove the oxide and the cobalt layers
that are not covered by titanium. At the end of this process, the sample is com-
posed of a platinum cross with a magnetic dot on top. The success of the fabrica-
tion technique is monitored by measurements of the anomalous Hall effect: after
the chemical etching, the Hall resistance is reduced to approximately 70% of the
initial value. The total device resistance was typically 3–5 kV. However, we note
that most of the resistance drop occurs in the platinum current lines, which are
3 nm thick over a length of approximately 500mm.
Electrical measurements. The current pulses were generated by a 100-V/2-A pulse
generator (Agilent 8114A/001). The rise and fall times of the pulses were approxi-
mately 6 ns, as measured by a fast oscilloscope (Agilent DSO81304A) connected in
series with the sample. The length of the current pulses was varied between 10 and
100ns.We note that the pulse length was always longer than the characteristic time-
scale formagnetization dynamics (,1ns) and that its effect is therefore analogous to
that of a continuous current. To preserve the shape of the voltage pulse transmitted
along the resistiveplatinum leads,we connected a100-V resistance inparallelwith the
sample. Two 100-kV resistors were placed between the Hall branches and the data
acquisition card (Fig. 1) to prevent current flow through the Hall contacts.
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